Leading the industry in high production concepts, a pioneer in patented performance features and quality!

Multitek 2025 XP PRO firewood processor is the ideal machine for growing your business to new levels. This professional grade machine features many of the same features as our larger pro models 2040xp2 and 3040xp2. The Model 2025 XP Pro model is manufactured on the Pro Model 2040xp2 frame. This top of the line machine features many of the same ergonomics, hydraulics, operator cabin, and features in a slightly downsized version of the same productivity, reliability, and performance.

The Multitek 2025 XP Pro firewood processor is time tested and proven in worldwide firewood production environments and is sure to impress with its standard features that are sure to add production and reduce production costs for your firewood business. The Model 2025 XP Pro comes standard with an 80 horsepower turbo charged John Deere engine package, or a 75 horsepower electric motor package to meet your power requirements.

It is available with or without wheels and axles, with or without a john deere engine package, or a 75 horsepower electric motor package to meet your power requirements. Custom log deck packages are available with 3 live chains up to 6 live chains and in lengths out to 30 feet in length for your specific needs. This machine comes standard with a 48 insert tooth circular saw that requires teeth replacement at approximately 700 hour intervals and minimal maintenance between carbide teeth replacement.
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If you are a high volume firewood producer that demands maximum performance and lowest downtime, look no further than the Multitek 2025XP series to keep you at full capacity. This is Multitek’s entry machine to the Pro Series line-up where productivity and efficiency come together to maximize profits and durability. Leading the industry in high productivity concepts, this machine leads the pack with value added features that will streamline your manufacturing process and lower your production costs. This machine has a laser guided measuring system, shuttle grapple infeed, and robust construction to bring your business to the next level.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE 2025XP PRO

Overhead Shuttle Grapple Log Infeed
The grapple system ensures a positive feed on the log no matter how large or crooked it is. The shuttle grapple allows the operator to easily maneuver the log toward the saw and eliminates the problem of getting two logs in the V-style log trough. The shuttle grapple and laser measuring device ensure exact measurements even if the log is crooked, small diameter, or low grade. The shuttle grapple was first introduced and patented in the 1970’s. This feature is still the hallmark of our product line models.

Tip-Pan
This feature allows the operator to gently roll each log round into split chamber. This ensures each round is squarely in place to be split. Unlike any other machine on the market, the last block is tipped in just like all the others. This feature keeps the operator in the cabin producing wood, not outside in the splitter assembly playing with picaroons.

Splitter Assembly
Only Multitek features wear pads on their splitter assemblies. This ensures there is no steel on steel rubbing every 3.5 seconds. The wear pads are replaceable and ensure your Multitek lasts for decades of heavy use. Multitek manufactured hydraulic cylinders are made to precise standards with oversized chrome rods to ensure maximum speed and maximum splitting force. Our innovative design allows interchangeable 4.6, 6.10, and 12-way wedges to be used. The 2025XP Pro Model features the same identical splitter assembly as our Model 204xp2 Pro. For additional versatility, consider our Trim Cut Ejector Pan to eject short trim cuts from your finished product.

Tank Like Framework
The 2025XP Pro is manufactured on a high strength to low weight tubular alloy steel frame. The superstructure of this machine is crafted by skilled workers in Prentice, Wisconsin using only the highest grade materials available. This is the heaviest duty frame in the industry and it is manufactured to tight tolerances and designed to handle extreme use. If you want strong and robust, look no further than Multitek Pro Series equipment. This product is built to last, Multitek has machines in the field with over 35,000 hours on them dating back to the mid 1970’s.

Innovative V-Style Log Trough
The V-style log trough centers each log and ensures maximum capacity when required with large diameter logs.

Superior Live Deck Design
The robust log deck on the Model 2025XP features all roller chain construction. This design ensures minimal wear. The log deck features paddle stars to ensure only one log at a time enters the V-style log trough.

Ergonomic Operator Cabin
Inside the Multitek Pro Series, each is equipped with an excavator style suspension seat with joystick pods manufactured into the seat. All hydraulic valves are located outside of the cab and only wires are run to the joysticks keeping the heat and discomfort out of the cabin. Inside the sound attenuated cabin, the operator can comfortably be seated in a working posture and produce volumes of wood. The operator area is safe, sound attenuated, and designed for productivity and comfort. There are no foot controls or valves inside the cabin. For additional comfort in extreme temperatures, consider the red dot roof mount air conditioning system. From inside the cabin, the machine operator can fine tune the saw speed, laser measuring system, cut speed, and many other functions to fine tune to their preferences.

FWC-Series Conveyors
All of our conveyors are purpose built for high volumes of firewood. For our North American and European Customers, our FWC series with C2062 2’ pitch roller chain is optimal to eliminate winter freeze-up and eliminate steel on steel wear associated with typical drag chain. Multitek conveyors feature rollers that roll the chain uphill, reducing steel on steel contact. For our Australian, South America, and customers in Asia, belt conveyors are available upon request.

Saw System
The Model 2025XP comes standard with a 48 inch carbide tipped, insert tooth, circular saw. This saw is recommended for reduced maintenance, decreased cycle time, and maximum productivity. The circular saw eliminates labor associated with saw chain sharpening, bar maintenance, and costly bar oil. Heavy users of the 2025XP Pro report significant savings over the bar and chain option. The circular saw is powered by a high torque hydraulic motor ensuring excellent RPM during the cut cycle.

Industrial Use
Multitek Pro Series machines are second to none worldwide. If you want to minimize downtime and operating cost and maximize productivity, buy what thousands around the world have relied on for decades. More features, more value, more steel, better service, product innovation, these are just a few of the many things you will appreciate when you own a Multitek product.

Auto Laser System
Multitek’s advanced auto log laser measuring system is standard equipment on all Pro Series machines. This system uses advanced laser technologies to precisely stop the log at your pre-set length and is accurate to +/- .25 inches. The operator can change the parameters of this measuring system at any time on the cab inter?r Danfoss controller. Coupled with the Trim Cut Ejector Opt?n you will have perfect firewood coming out of the end of your conveyor. The auto laser system is a non-contact system, eliminating any springs or bump stops.

Safety First
The Multitek Pro Series features a lesan operator window, seat shut off switch, and advanced opts designed to stop operation of the joysticks in the event weight is distributed off the operator seat. Multitek is the only firewood processor manufacturer in North America with the European seal of safety called CE Mark. These products have been extensively tested and proven to be highly safe and highly productive. The inter?r of the cabin is also sound attenuated to minimize noise and operating environment.

Trim Cut Ejector Option
This feature allows the operator to eject short firewood chunks out of the splitter before they are split. Particularly in a k?n drying or packaging line this system eliminates the pieces that do not make grade in lengths to be separated from the correct length firewood. This is strongly recommended for packaged firewood producers.

PRODUCTION RATING & SPECIFICATIONS:

- Approximately 3-6 Cords Per Hour
- Maximum Log Length: 40” (12.2 m)  
- Minimum Log Length: 3” (1 m)  
- Maximum Log Diameter: 21” (54 cm)
- Splitter Cycle Time: 3.4 seconds  
- Log Infed: Patented Shuttle Grapple  
- Splitter Opening: 27” (68.9 cm)  
- Splitter Cylinder Opt?ns: Regular or HD

MULTITEK FIREWOOD PROCESSORS INCREASE YOUR BOTTOM LINE PROCESS LOW-GRADE HARDWOOD INTO PROFITABLE FIREWOOD

The Multitek Pro Series firewood processors are the workhorse of the firewood industry. Quality engineered for the high volume professional firewood processor, this machine sets the standards by which all others are measured. Call us today to put together a package that will increase your production, decrease your operating costs, and keep more profit in your business.